The mutual information for a lncRNA and its associated genes was computed using ARACNe-AP. Each mutual information value across all the genes interacting with the lncRNA was divided by the maximum mutual information. The values were then assigned a positive or negative sign based on the correlation coefficient ( " ) between the lncRNA's expression and the interacting gene's expression across samples to generate the final weight $ .
The profile was further split into an upregulated and a downregulated profile where:
2) " 56 = 7 " , " > 0 0, otherwise 3) " EFGH = 7 | " |, " < 0 0, otherwise
Computing inferred expression using regulon profiles using BASE
A patient's gene expression profile is sorted in decreasing order to obtain g. The vector r up/down is the upregulated or downregulated regulon weight profile where the weights correspond to a lncRNA-gene edge. The weights are re-ordered so that gene labels of r and g match.
First, BASE moves down the sorted patient's gene expression profile g and calculates a foreground f(i) and background b(i) functions for both the upregulated and downregulated regulon weight profiles of the lncRNA.
(1− NO/PQRS )| , 1 ≤ ≤ Second, we calculate the pre-iExpr for upregulated and downregulated profiles and take their normalized difference to obtain the final iExpr for the lncRNA. pre-iExpr up/down is analogous to the D-statistic from the Kolmogorov-Smirnov test which compares the empirical distribution functions of two populations to determine if they are derived from the same distribution. n up is a vector of null values generated by permuting the patient gene expression profile 500 times and re-calculating pre-iExpr for the upregulated profile. n down is a vector of null values generated by permuting the patient gene expression profile 500 times and re-calculating pre-iExpr for the downregulated profile. These procedures were derived from the original BASE algorithm to fit this task.
Calculating meta z-scores in PRECOG
For each lncRNA, we fit a Cox proportional hazards model to its inferred expression in each dataset within a cancer type:
We then extract the z-scores from each model that was fit to each dataset separately:
2) = ( r )/ ( r )
To combine the z-scores across the datasets within the cancer type, we implemented Stouffer's Z-score method:
3) -= ∑ " v "wx " y∑ " z v "wx , where " s the sample size of the ℎ dataset
